AMENDMENT TO RULES COMMITTEE PRINT 116–19

OFFERED BY MR. OLSON OF TEXAS

Add at the end of subtitle B of title XXXI the following new section:

SEC. 31. CLARIFICATION OF AUTHORITY TO DISPOSE OF CERTAIN FISSILE OR RADIOLOGICAL MATERIALS.

Section 3132(c)(1) of the Ronald W. Reagan National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2005 (50 U.S.C. 2569(c)(1)) is amended by adding at the end the following new subparagraph:

“(N)(i) The collection, storage, and safe disposal of the materials described in clause (ii) as if such materials were radioactive waste materials generated by atomic energy defense activities.

“(ii) The materials described in this clause are proliferation-attractive fissile materials or radiological materials that—

“(I) contain transuranic elements of foreign-origin; and
“(II) but for subclause (I), are similar to proliferation-attractive fissile materials or radiological materials covered by this section.”.